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Q: How many blocks is M1?
A: Each block is 128/8=16 bytes long, so M1 is more than 7 blocks: 8 blocks with 
padding

Q: Which block contains the 21st byte?
A: The second block. So the messages differ only in the in second block. 



P1 P2 P3

C1 C2 C3

Recall ECB Encryption 
 
break message M into P1|P2|…|Pm each of n bits (block cipher input size)

Enc(K, P1|P2|..|Pm) = (C1, C2,..., Cm)
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Recall CTR: Encryption
Enc(K, plaintext):   
• If n is the block size of the block cipher, split the plaintext in blocks of size 

n: P1, P2, P3,.. 
• Choose a random nonce 
• Now compute: 

• The final ciphertext is (nonce, C1, C2, C3)

(Nonce = Same as IV)

C1 C2 C3

P1 P2 P3

Important that nonce does not repeat across 
different encryptions (choose it at random 
from large space)









P1 P2 P3

C1 C2 C3

Recall CBC: Encryption

Choose a random IV (it may not repeat for messages with same P1 , it is not 
secret and is included in the ciphertext)

Enc(K, P1|P2|..|Pm) = (IV, C1, C2,..., Cm)

 
Break message M into P1|P2|…|Pm









AES-CFB





I found the problem statement a bit confusing because it says that Alice uses a deterministic padding but later that 
she does not send any bytes she does not need to. Technically, with CFB you don't need to pad. 
If you pad:  the attacker cannot figure out the length of the last plaintext block, so it cannot tell precisely the length of 
M2, other than being less than 129 bytes. If you do not pad, then the attacker can tell exactly the length of M2 from 
the size of the ciphertext with no need for any association to M1. 
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